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General description
The programs enable general application and investigation
of the "response method" (Ref. 1) in an improved and extended
form. They have been written primarily for use with the IBM 7D94computer, but could easily be adapted for use with any large
machine which accepts "Fortran 4" language. (The author intea&s
to adapt them for the IBM
some time during 1968.)
Previously, the only similar programs available have been
ia the version included in an annex to the BOMM system, (special
tape, in "Fortran 63")« The BOMM version accords precisely with
the description in Appendix A of ref. 1, but is less accurate
than the present method, and is not designed for inclusion of
nonlinear terms without a lot of extra programming. The chief
advantages of the present programs are the high precision of their
Ephemeris for the Hoon and Sun, and their provision for 0,' Tcide
arbitrary choice of nonlinear variables. The basic principles,
however, remain as outlined in ref. 1, and acquaintance with
that paper is assumed in what follows.
At least two separate operations are involved.
first,
which need be performed only once for all subseouent work on a
given period of time, is the parent program, M0IT8U]?. This
computeB the 12-hourly lunar and daily solar ephemeris for an
arbitrary span of days, and writes it on the user's private tape
in BCD format.
Subsequent programs in the main group all ]read from the
tape written by MONSUi?, interpolate its elements to an arbitrary
subdivision of 12 hours, and compute from them the requested
gravitational and radiational potentials and associated nonlinear
forms. POTA merely prints out the potentials etc. POTC reads
hourly tidal series from another tape, and derives responae
weights and predicted variances. POTE and POTF read a set of
given response weights and produce predictionSfrom them, at
eqiml intervals of time (POTE), or as times and amplitudes of
maxima and minima (POTP). Other variants in the same group
(e.g. POTD) perform special analyses of observed and predicted
series.
EinalJ.y, there are two subsidiary programs. ZT0?7 reads
H and g values for a small selection of major harmonic tidal
oonstituents and derives from them an approximate set of response
weights and their admittance curves. (Such weights may be
useful to initiate the nonlinear terms in POTC), WIQZ defines
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the linear admittance curves from a given set of genuine
response weights.
All programs have passed rigorous tests, by comparison
with published ephemerides and with computations by the BOMW
process, and by analysis of tidal data. However,, it is
possible that certain "bugs" still remain, and the author
would appreciate any complaints from users which may lead to
their elimination.

Details and operating instructions
1(01381]]? computes:
= Sin@

Equatorial Parallax in units of its mean value,

CD, 8D = cos, sin (Apparent * Declination), and
CL, 8L - cos, sin (Apparent ' Hour Angle relative to G-reenwich
Ephemeris Meridian), at Oh Ephemeris Time for both
Moon and Sun, and at 12h E,T. for the Moon only, for
any sequence of days beti7een 1801 and 20^9 AD (inclusive),
The above quantities, together with ItD = number of days
from 1900 JFi.n 1 and A T = correction from S.T. to U.T.
in seconds interpolated between the given yearly values,
are written on tape unit 11 and also on the systems
output tape for printing. They are \?ritten and printed
in the order:
MD, AT, (CD, 8D, CD, 8L,
(CD, SD, CD, 81,.
\
'
*

^^^SunOh'

n, with the Format:
koon 12h

(l%, I6, ?8.3, IX, 5FIO.7, IX, 5F10'7/l6Z, 5FIO.7)
In addition, at 3h E.T. of the first day requested and at
subsequent 10-day intervals, certain quantities involved in the
calculation are merely printed, in a form suitable for clieeking
against a published ephemeris (see Astronomical Notes). Tliese
are, in order of printing:
apparent ozliptic longitude and latitude of the Moon;
apparent* "

"

"

''

'=

"

Ekm;

(predictable) nutation of the Earth in loix.'itude and obliquity;
apparent sidereal time in ephemeris seconds.
The angular quantities are expressed in seconds of arc, and refer
to the Ecliptic and Mean Equinox of Dat#
A brief account of the method and its accuracy is given
in the Astronomical Notes at the end of this report. Th^ rest
of this account merely describes the form of data input necessary
to operate tlie program,
* For the Sun, the term "apparent" differs from its usual
astronomical meaning in the omission of Aberration.
N.11
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(MONSUN continued)
Data cards
1,

A pack of 134 standard data cards, numbered COO to 133*

2,

Year , Month^,

Year , Month^, Day , IIR, Format (716).

The suffices 1 and 2 refer to the first and last complete days
of the scries, although for the purpose of interpolation, a
record for Oh only of the day folloT/ing Day is also computed
and written. Years, months and days are in^the usual notation^
(e.g. 1926 10 21 meana 2l3t October 1926 AD), except that
there is no restriction to the day number, (e.g. 1954 3 3
and 1964 2 ^2 are synonymous; so are 1938 12 21 and
1959
1 -10).
MR denotes the number of BCD records already on tape 11
to be skipped before writing the new series. 1% must be O for
a blank tape, or for series after the first when several
different series are v/ritten in one operation of the program.
The number of records written on tape 11 in any one series is
(2HD - 2ED +3),
where KD is the actual number of days from 19Gr»0,
2

1

It should be remembered that the TiiaTrimum period of analysis
or prediction which can be performed from a K0H8DN series
starting and ending on KD and MD respectively (including Oh
1

of ND^ + 1),

2

is from (ND^ + ?) to (ED

- 7).

3, n values of AT in P o m a t (IO F7'2),
J
where n

=

Year

- Year
2

+ 3.
1

The Ist value should be that for (year - 1) and the last value
for (Year + I). See Astronomical Ebt^s and Table 2 for values
of ^T, n 6ay be greater than 11, in which case more than one
card is used.
4. The sequence 2, 3 ciay be repeated indefinitely with other
parameters. The most efficient may to stop the program is to
end with card 2 containing Year < 18C0.

The output series is written on Unit 11 (A6).
Time
Computing time on the
year of ephemeris.
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7094 is approximately 0'93 minutes per

POTA. POTC. POTS. POTF (general)
All these programs read from the tape written by
MOnSUM, interpolate the lunar and. aolar elements to the
subdivision of I2h required, correct theu to refer to
Universal Time (i.e. G.M.T.J and to the true meridian of
Greenwich, then proceed in vr^rious v/ays, according to the
program and data input. Everett's formula is used for
interpolation, up to 8th order for the Moon, up to 4th order
for the Sun, thereby retaining the 7 d.p. accuracy of the daily
values.
In order to allow for interpolation and various time
lags and leads, the M0N81IM series must include at least
7 dpys before and 7 dr.ys after the time series computed in
any of the present programs. (See also note about skipping
records, under POTA data card no. 2).
Jill linear gravity and radiation potentials and nonlinear input forms which may be used in the prog::;'ams are
listed in Table 1. The low frequenqy variables (speoies O),
if requested, are always tre.'^ted separately within the program
and in output lists, because they nearly always require
subtraction of constant (mean) vp.lues. For the benefit of
the analysis program, POTG, the other variables are also
treated under their listed species, 1, 2, 3, 4, or (5+),
unless one of the following conditions hold :
1. If the total numbers of complex variables in species
1, 2 and 3 oombined is 15 or less, then all these variables
are grouped nominally under species 1.
2.
If the total numbers of conqilex v,..riablG8 in species 4
and higher is 15 or less, all these variables are grouped
nominally under species 4, (except in the following case).
3.

If the total number in all species other than j is 15
or less, then all these variables are grouped nominally
under species 1.
The principBl reason for the above groupings is so that:

(a) in the analysis of a long time series (e.g. 355 days),
maiy variables can be included without using unduly large
covariance matrices, since in this case the inter^species
covarianoes can be regarded as zero;
(b) in the analysis of short time series (e.g. less than 29
days), for which one should not try to resolve wei^ts
for very many variables, one mg.y include all or nearly all
the relevant covariances in one or two grouped matrices.
Most of the output figures are accompanied by alphanumeric statements. Only output groups which are not
self-explanatory are noted in what follov/s.
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POTA
merely prints the "real" and. "imaginary" parts of any
linear potentials or nonlinear input forms listed, in Table 1
for an arbitrary sequence of times. The output format is
(5(2%,
repeated for each species, (possibly regrouped - see previous paragraphs), at every time.
Data cards
1.
-1

A standard card containing the following 13 numbers:
58

89

119

150

180

211

242

272

^'33

33^

364

Format (1314)
These numbers are reproduced in the output list, as a check,
2,

Tear , Month , Day , Hour , Year , Month , Day , Hour ,
i
1 1
1
2
2
2
2
NPI2, HR, I
Format (III6)

Years, months, days, and hours refer to the start (1)
and end (2j times - U.T. -- of the series to be computed.
NP12 is the number of time intervals per 12 hours.
At present 1 $I*TP12<12, but the program is set to handle values
up to 24 (i.e. hr.lf hourly intervals), provided one alters
the $355 dimension statement at the beginning of the program
to read
POT (376, 21) instead of POT (288, 21).
(However, the eztra 6K of .core space required mny ozceed
the permissible lirait for the larger program variants such
as POTC)*.
NR is the number of BCD records (2 per day) to be skipped
on input tape 11 before starting a new cycle. The first
record read after skipping must be Oh (i.e, not 12h) of a
day number between 7
137 (inclusive) before Day , Bet-vTeen
these limits, the computer will adjust to start rea&ing at
the proper day number. In normal use, IIR. will bo an even
number or O, but 1% must be odd if either (a) on first entry,
or with
the required MONSUF series is preceded by an
odd number of other similar complete series,
or (b) I = O, and part of the sar^e M0H8WT series has just been
read in the preceding cycle,
I is an index determining whether the statement "Rewind 11"
is executed (l>0) or not (l = O), before second and subsequent
cycles of the program. (Tape 11 is ]rewound automatically on
first entry, whatever the first value of I may be), HR
must be adjusted accordingly.

H.11

* In case of storage trouble, the "Do loop" ending with
statement 50 could be separated into a subroutine.

(POTA continued)
3.

Five cards, as follows;

1,
2,
3,

(K(H),
(KtrO,
(K<N),
(KX>0,

N
F
N
N

=
=
=
=

1, 11)
12, 26)
27, 41)
42, 48)

4^

(K^M), n = 49, 58),

(K(N), N = 59, 71)

Format (l4, 4X, 111^14, 4%, 151^14, 4X, 151^14, 4X, 7 1 ^
4X, 10I2,

4X, 1312).

In the above notation, values of H are the input variable
numbers as in T.Vble 1.
E(N) = 0 causes variable number IT to be ignored
K(N) > O causes variable number N to be included in
the computations.
;lny selection of zero and non zero E may be used, but
note the list of variables which depend on others for proper
execution, under Table 1.
In POTA) and all variants except POTC, the nrecise
values of K(n) > O are insignificant, (e.g. E(163 = 9 has
the same effect as E(l6) = I), but in POTC the nmibers used
have a special meaning - see description.
4.
Five cards, containing weights to bo used for approximate
prediction of species 1 and 2 tides for computations of
nonlinear variables, as follows:
V

,
1

U

,
2

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

V
2

for tine argument (t
TI

N

"

;;

T!

TL

n

M

"

;;

;I

"

-

4

days )

(t - 2 days)
t
(t + 2 days)
( T 4- 4 days)

Format (SX, 4F12.6)
All 20 numbers must be present, even if no nonlinear
variables are called, but zeros are permissible.
The combination U

= 1, V

= 0 for agrument t, with all other

weights zero, causes the linear tide potential c (t) to be
used as "primary tide". OtheriTise, appropriate i^ights may
be obtained from a preliminary (possibly short) rua of POTC,
or values for arguments t and (t ± 2) only may be calculated
from Icnown (H, g) values, using program ZTOVf^
The weights are read in units giving predictions in
cms, but are multiplied by O'OI T/ithin the program, in
order to limit the numerical magnitudes of the derived
nonlinear forma.
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5.
Yiry nuuber of seguenoes 2,
4- roay follow.
no, 2 with Year^ < 1830 steps the program.
Subroutines
es

Card

POTPOT only

Unit 11 = A6 (File Protect), containing Ephemeris
ivritten by MONSUlN.

POTB
is a special purpose prograc of research interest only.
It computes fourier spectra of the input variables. The
author will supply details on personal request.

POTG
perforcis a covariance analysis between the specified
iaput variables and a given sequence of tidal data (e.g. sea
levels) read fron na&^etic tape, and computes prediction
weights for arbitrary combinations of variables.
The program is sot up to read hourly data in Format
(8%, 2413) or (8X, 24F3'0), but could be adapted fairly
easily to other time intervals or formats by altering a
few cards. (Author will advise on request). Sinoe no
input vrjriable in Table 1 involves frequencies greater than
about 13 p/d, there is no advantage in trying to adapt to a
time interval less than 1 hour. If raw data are given at
shorter intervals, the best procedure would be to convert
them to a smoothed hourly series, using a suitable lowpass
filter (see BOMK manual, for example).
The input data must be continuous, so all short gaps
should be filled by interpolations. However large time
gaps could also be overcome by adapting the program to sum
the covariances over a number of disorete time intervals,
and compute weights only from the ovorr^l totals.
The output list includes the following easily identifiable quantities:
(a) The mean and variance of the data series, vfith given
constant subtracted and the variances when the Ist order
predictions (from cards 4) are successively subtracted
from same. These provide a useful check on the accmracy
of the 1st order predictions, and whether the times are
properly specified.
(b) The mean values of the species O input variables. The
program uses those values to reduce the covarianoes to
zero means, and they are also necessary for future
predictions.
(c)
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The non redundant part of the covariance mr.trix for each
species or group of species. These are presented in Format
(13, 8F14'6/3X, 8F14'6) in order of variable number, M
as follows:

(POTG oontinued)
M, (COV(A^,

L = M...N),

M, (COV(±^^

L = M...N),

M, (COV(BT,

L = M...n), COV(X, B^)

M, (C07(B^,

),

GOV(X, A^.)

L =

where N is the highest variable nuribor in the group,
L = M,..n is the sequence of variable numbers for which
K(L) > O,
B^ are the real and imaginary parts of input varie.ble
number L, and X is the data series in cos.
only the first line for each M is given.

For species O,

(d) The conputed. weights for various groups of variables,
in Format (l3, 2F14..6)^ and. their "predicted, variance"
with the given d.ata: Wei^ts for nonlinear variables of
order g are given in the units 10
cm
,
Data cards
1.

As for POTA.

2.
/jjs for POTA. In present use, ]}TP12 must be 12, and
Hout (not necessarily O) must be the GiH" of the first
number in each data record.
2^

NS, SUB, SC/ULE.. inFormr,t (l6, F8.2, F8'4.).

NS = number of BCD records (days) of data to be skipped
on Tape 13, before record starting in Day ,
SUB and SGACIE are such that
Z = (X' - SUB) X SCALE
converts tho read series X' to a transformed series X in
centimetres, whose mean value is smrll comioarod with the
tidal range (say <l/lO). The exact value of SUB is
unimportant, and in principle the results are independent
of it, except perhaps for records of less than about 14 days'
duration,
3.
Five cfi^rds as for POTA. Here^ the actual values K(N)
determine the nuLiber of tiraes variable N is included in the
weight calculation, as follows. All variables with E(iN') > O
are included in tho covarianco matrices, and in the first
calculation mf prediction weights. Then,weights are
evaluated by selecting only those variables i?ith K(N) > 1,
then only those with K(N) > 2, and so on, until the highest
K(N) is reached.
For example, if the 4th card of (3) is punched:
3

0 1 3 1 3 2 0

the output for species 3 (if %ot combined with species I)
would consist of:
(a)

The covariances for variables 4-3, 4 4 , 4 5 , 4 6 , 4?

(b) Weights and prediction variance for variables 4 3 , 4 4 , 4 5 , 4 6 , 47^
N.11

(POTG continued)
(o) Weights and prediction variance for varia.bles 44, 46, 47 only,
(d) Weights and prediction variance for variables 44, 46 only.
4,

Five cards as in POTA.

5.

jL^iiy number of sequences 2, 2^^
Year < 183 stops the progran.

4.

Subroutines

(i) POTPOT
(ii) Li/iTINV - the standard library subroutine,
which must however be dimensioned as follows:
DDmiSIOH IPIVOT (^r), A (^3, 30), B (}3, 2), niDEZ (30, 2),
PIVOT (30).
Also, it ia advisable to renove the statement:
323 D3TERM = DETSEI,; * PIVOT (l)
from the MATINV source deck, because the determimant is not
required in the main program, and its evaluation often causes an
"overflow" statement.
Tapes
Unit 11 = A6
Unit 13 = Ay

(File Protect) (File P^^tect) -

Ephemeris
Data series.

Time
34 values of I{(K) > O talco about 5 "3 minutes per year
of hourly data, 11 values, about 3*0 min/year, (Compiling,
tape mounting and initial winding not includod).

POTD
is of reasearch interest only. It computes hourly tide
predictions, subtracts them from a corresponding data series,
and computes raw and residual spectra and variances at 39-day
intervals. The author will supply details on personr^ request.

POTS
lists predictions computed from a given set of weights.
The present Format lists 14 days of hourly predictions with
dates, preceded by an alphanumeric heading, on each sheet.
The headings include the name of the station, and refer to the
ualts used. Format statement number 347 should be altered
according to actual requirements.
Data cards
1. As for POTA.
2. Yis for POTA.

.11

I'']P12 = 12, unless other adjustments are made.
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(POTE continued)
2'

n, ADD, SCAIE.

Format (l6, P8.2, F8'4)

N should be zero, and is included only for uniformity
with other programs.
ADD and SC/iLE are numerically similar to the quantities
used in POTC, except that they refer to the reverse
transformation from prediction X' in centimetres to printed
predictions in desired units:
X = ADD + (X'/SCATE)
In present use, SCL'JiE should have the value 30'483rt.
3. Five cards as for POTA.
4. Five cards as for POTA.
5. MK cards, where MC is the total number of values K(N) > O.
Eaoh card containa
M

V

in Forma^t (l4, 2F12.6),

where M is the variable number, and for all species except
O,
and
are the prediction weights.
For species O,

is the sole prediction weight, and

is

the appropriate mean value, to be subtracted from A^^ as listed
in the output to POTC. It will be appreciated that some of
the species O inputs vary with very low frequencies, so that
their mean value evaluated over only a year or two ia not
constant. However, it Liay be sho^jn that the mean values
derived from the period of analysis however short should also
be used in any other prediction period, provided the constant
"ADD" corresponds with the mean value of the data during the
period of analysis (except possibly for a change of datum),
6.

Any number of sequences 2, 2',

4, 5-

Year^< 18C? stops the program.
Subroutines

/POTPOT only..

Tapes
Unit 11 - A6 (File Protect) - Ephemeris
(A private tape for storing the out^iut/ipould bO'iiipluded by a
trivial addition to the program,)
Time
About 3*5 Din per year, with HK = 34,

POTF
computes and lists a sequence of times and amplitudes of
turning points (e.g. High and Low Tfaters) of a prediction
from a given set of weights. The output is printed, and written
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(POTP oontinued.)
on tape unit A5 in a form suitable for oard. reproduction, in
records containing numbers relr.tive to 8 consecutive turning
points as follows:
KODE, KAED,

IK(N), IP(N), M = 1, 8)

in Format (1X, I], 14, 8 (ij, 12, I4)).
KODE is an arbitrary identlTioation number, read from input
oard no, 2".
KAED is a sequence of card numbers, starting ivith 1.
IH, IM, IP are time in hours and minutes, and value of each
turning point. IP is a rounded inte^r, in (say) 1/10 ft. units.
Any extrema computed after the last complete block of 8 are
printed in an incomplete record.
The method used is essentially that outlined in ref, 2
with some refinements. In brief, the prediction and its
derivo.tive are computed at hourly intervals until tivo
consectitive derivatives differ in sign, v/hen the value at
zero derivative is looated by fitting a cubic curve to the two
neighbouring predictions and derivatives. The program then
steps on to a time shortly before the next required extremum.
The step is arbitrary (see card 2"), so that certain sequences
of extrem*, (e.g. miniraa) can be ignored. Accuracy is quite
sufficient for linear or moderately nonlineejr tides as at
Southend or Rosyth. If high accuracy is required for extremely
nonlinear ports such as Southampton, it may be necessary to
extend the program, either by applying the present process to
lialf hourly tiiae intervals, or else by computing second derivatives
and hence using quintic interpolation.
Input cards
1,

As for POTA.

2.
As for POTA with HP12 = 12. The starting time should be
between 2 and 3 hours before the expected time of the first
turning point required, and the end time between 2 and 3 hours
after the last,
2".

KODE, ADD, Sd'.IE, N8TEP InForma.t (3%, 13, F8.2, F8'4, l6).

KODE is an arbitrary identification number for the oard
output.
ADD and SCA E have the same meanings as in POTE, except that
since the amplitudes are printed as rounded integers, one
would normally use one tenth the value of SC.f\IiE used in POTE.
HSTEP = (LCH - 4), where LGH la the least number of complete hours
expected bettyeen consecutive turning points of tlie type required.
Its object is to save unnecessary computation of predictions
which are not close to the turning points, and also to enable
one to skip over certain extrema. NSTEP = 1 , (in some cases 2),
will locate all maxima and minima at moat semi diurnal ports,
but the Hook of Holland, for example, would require N8TEP = O.
If maxima and minima are required at less than 4 hour intervals.
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(POTF oontinued)
some ainor alterations to the program logio are neoessary,
(consult author).
3, 4, 5,
6.

all card sequences as in POTS.

Any number of sequences 2, 2", 3, 4, 5 nay follow,
Year^ < 18CC stops the program.

Subroutines

POTEST only.

Tapes
Unit 11 = A5 (File Protect) - Ephemeris.
Unit 9 = A5 - Output for cards.
If card output is required, a special library routine such
as TIRANS9 has to be added after the SOF oard. If cards are
not required, some time is saved if the 4 statements referring
to tape unit 9 (rewind, and three write statements) are removed
from the program, so that this tape does not have to be mounted.
Time
About 3*5 minutes per year, using NSTEP = 1, EK = 34.

Subsidiary programs
ZTOW
computes approximate response weights for insertion in
POTC, (oard sequence 4), given 10 pairs (H, g) of harmonic
constituents. The coefficients from Doodson's expansion of
the tide potential are used, and it is assumed that the constituents
are linearly related to the gravity potentials represented
0^ and c^ by an admittance function which can be defined by
three pairs of weights, corresponding to time lags 2, O, -2 days
respectively. The weights are derived by least squares fourier
analysis of the admittances, the squared residuals being
weighted proportionally to
The output list consists of
(a) Frequency (c/d), H (cm), g (deg), X, Y; where (X, Y) is
the equivalent admittance corresponding to the given
constituent*
(b) The six pairs of computed weights for arguments (t - 2),
t, (t + 2) respectively.
I'T.B. 5hen used in POTC, zeros have to be added for (t ± 40.
(c) V/eighted variances of X and Y values before and cfter
least squares "fit".
(d) Admittances corresponding to the weights, in steps of
O-OI o/d.
H.11
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(ZTOW continued)

1.
Two cards of standard data, containing frequencies (de^hr)
and Doodson coefficients. Reproduced at head of output list,
2.

SCAIE in Format (2%, F8.4),
to convert the given H values to centinetres.
If H are in feet, SCALE = 30"4830,

3.

10 H values in Format (IO F8«3).

4.
10 g values in degrees. Format (10 F8'l).
of constituents oust be as follows:
Q

0,, P , E , J ,
1 >

5.

1

1

1

1

Symbols and order

2N , N , M , 8 , E
2

2

2

2

2

Any number of sequences 2, 3, 4 laay follow.
Scale < O stops the program.

Subroutine
Tapes
Time

None.

None.
A few seconds.

WPOZ
couputes linear admittances in steps of l-ll q/d
corresponding to given sets of weights. The i?ei[;hts nay refer
to any gravity potential of order 0, 1, 2, or 3, &nd degree
2 or 3* An^^r number of lags may be used, and the lags are not
restricted to multiples of 2 days. The output is selfexplanatory.
Input cards
1.

M, L, AliP, PHA in Format (213, F9.5, F6.I).

M = species number, i.e. order of spherical harmonic.
L = number of pairs of weights to be given.
AMP = factor by which admittance is to be divided.
PHA = phase (degrees) by which it is to be reduced.
AMP = 1 O , PH/iSE = O'O is normal, but other values would be
used if one wants the admittances to refer to the local
equilibrium tide, instead of to the normalised spherical
harmonic amplitude. (For normalising factor, see ref. 1,
page 574).
2,
M,

L cards, each containing
V^, LAG in Format (15, 2 F12.6, I5).

M is the variable number, as used in the POT progrpjns.
V,, are the response T/ei^ts. If M = O, the progmn puts
yfn . ,1
^
^
= O regardless of the values
LAG IS the time lag in hours.
M
N.B.
N.11

LAG = + 96 refers to the argument (t - 4 days).
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(WTOZ continuecL)
The program does not refer to Table 1, so M may be fiotitious,
if for example lags other tlian 2m days are given,
3.

Any number of sequences 1 , 2 .
M < O stops the program.

Subroutine
Tapes
Time

ITone.

None.
A few seconds.

Astronomical Notes
The method of calculating the position of the Moon and
Sun, described in Appendix A of ref, 1 and executed in the
TIDPOT program of BOkiM (annex), is probably adequate for
nearly all tidal work. However, its accuracy is poor by
astronomers' staindards, and sensible errors may occur in
certain research applications with high spectral resolution.
In starting afresh with the present programs, I decided to
remove all possibility of error by using Brorm's expansion
for the Moon (with modern revisions) and Newcomb's for the
Sun, as in the preparation of published astronomical ephemerides,
Tha calculations are a good deal more elaborate than in the
BOivIM method, but computing time is minimised by careful
programming.
E, W. Brown's expressions for the Hoon, checked by
computer and with some errors corrected, are conveniently
summarised in pp. 283-363 of ref. 3, I^^i brief, one first
defines the fundamental arguments;
L = Mean longitude of the Moon,
L' =
"
"
"
" Sun,
& =
"
"
" Moon's perigee,
n = t;
t;
I! II
Er' =
"
"
" Sun's perigee,
all expressible in terras of EpheBleris Time T in the form
A

+ A T + A T ^ + A T ^ + 2c sin (a + b T )
(l)
0
1
2
3
n n
ii
n
where the A^ are given constants, recently revised. The
last terms are low frequency variations, the largest of which,
due to the planet Venus, has an amplitude of 14'*3 and a
period of 271 years.

N.11

•I
The True Longitucle and. Sine Equatorial Parallax are then
expressed, in the form
Mean value

where

1 =
1' =

+

2 ju r
(i 1 + j 1' + k F + m D)
n n n oos ^ n
^n.
n
n

+

i "n %

(°n + "n

1 &/ _ m',

F = L - n,
D

=

L - L',

and. the i,
k, m are sets of integers, mostly between ±4
(inclusive). r and P are sets of tabulated, amplitudes,
the former due %o solar perturbations, the latter due to the
action of planets, principally Venus and Jupiter, The
jU are multipliers, slightly greater than 1, varying with
the solar eccentricity (6).
For astronomical purposes, the Sine Parallax is usually
converted to the arc by adding a term proportional to its cube,
but this is unnecessary here, because the sine is strictly
the quantity involved in the gravitational potential. In
program MONSUN, it is divided by Brown's mean value 3422':(?0,
to give (^B.). The Potential programs POTA etc. use the modern
Mean Sine Parallax, 3422^451.
Ref. 1 assumes that the Moon's Latitude bears a simple
geometrical relation to F and the inclination of the mean
orbit. This is inaccurate by present standards. Brown's
expression for the Latitude has the form
(1 + C) (y^ sin 8 +
where y

and y
1

sin 38 + N),

(j)

are constants related to the orbital
2

inclination, and (y C), 8, and N are the sums of periodic
terms, similar to thoseoocuring in (2).
Ref. 3 lists over 16C0 harmonic terms for the summations
in 1, 2 and 3 which are required for an accuracy of 0^(01 in
Longitude and latitude and C/^OCM in Parallax. I have aimed
at an accuracy of 10 ^ radians (2") in Longitude and Latitude
and 10 ^ in (R/R). Since it appears that errors may occur up
to about ten times the largest neglected amplitudes, program
MONSIM therefore selects all amplitudes Ky(20 in Longitude
and Latitude and 30<(G020 In Parallax. A few terms less than
these limits are also included if their arguments are already
used for other terms. In all, MOIiSUIs uses 111 terms in
Longitude, 82 terms in Latitude, and $3 terms iji Sine Parallax,
together with some 20 harmonic terms involved in equations 1,
Comparison of 3 years (1939 - 19^3) of 10-daily computations
with the British "Astronomical Ephemeris"showed maximum errors
of 2''!3 ii:i Longitude, I'^O in Latitude, and 0^(018 in Sine Parallax,
Most of the errors were of course considerably smaller, with
mean values near zero.
Published Ephemerides, however, use another value, 3422''54,
for the sake of continuity with earlier tables.
Identical with "The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac".
M,11

— 1 6 —

To the present preoislon, we have also to take account
of the change in the Moon's apparent position due to the
foroed Nutation of the Earth itself. This is resolved into
a oomponent additive to the longitude ivith variations of
order 18", and a component additive to the Obliquity of the
Ecliptic, with variations of order 10". They are expressed
in the form

S + V) IT. (V +

+ V + V Pn")

with coefficients given on page ix of ref. 3. Program MOIiSUN
uses only the four largest terms for each cong)onent, but some
other minor terms in longitude with p = 0 are added to the
amplitudes in t3Pue longitude with the same argument, since this
does not involve any extra computation. Comparison with the
"Astronomical Ephemeris" showed errors < 0''2,
The Mean Obliquity of the Ecliptic is given by

? = 8k-h-28"26

— 46''85 T

(4)

where T is in Julian Centuries since 19D3 Jan 0*5. After
correcting f to "True Obliquity", using the Nutation, the
Apparent Eight Ascension a and Apparent Declination 6 relative
to the Ttue Equinox of Date are calculated from the Apparent
Longitude A and latitude
from the well Icnown relations:
cos 6 cos K = cos /3 cos A.
cos 6 sin a = cos ,9 sin A cos f - sin p sin
sin 0 = cos
sin A sin e + sin
cos f

(5)

Finally cos a and sin a are converted to refer to geocentric
longitude relative to G-reenwich Ephemeris Meridian (or at "IZh,
its inverse) by effectively subtracting the Ephemeris Sidereal
Time referred to the True Equinox, namely
23925'836 + 8640184'542 T + 0'093 T^ + 6L cos f seconds,

(6)

where oL is the Nutation in Longitude,
For S. Newcomb's solar formulae, I have used ref. 4*.
The standard elliptio formulae quoted in ref. 1 are of course
a good approximation, but we here also take account of the
secular variation in eccentricity,
e = 0.01675104 - 0.^00004180 T - 0430C030126 T %
various planetary perturbations, and the changes in apparent
position due to Nutation and to the Earth's "orbit" about
the Earth-Moon centre of gravity.
The planetary perturbations in Longitude include some low
frequency variations as in (1), the largest of which has an
amplitude of 6''(4 and a period of I782 years. In addition,
both longitude and Radius Vector include terms of the form

S "n
^

* *r)

*Ref. 4 also includes approximate formulae for the Moon, which
though very instructive, are not quite as accurate as the
method adopted here.

(?)
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where 9 is the difference in mean longitudes of Earth and a
planet,
and
are small integers, and
^ given
constants. The planets involved, with the number of terms in
longitude included in MOKSTO are; Venus ( 8 ) , Mars (6),
Jupiter (8)J and Saturn (2), Numbers in Radius Vector are
about the same, in most cases using the same values i ,
as for longitude. Pour similar perturbations to the Sun's
Latitude are also included.
It is worth noting that while these planetary perturbations
#ave an appreciable effect on the Sun's elements (of order 10"
in longitude, 2 x 10 ^ in %/%), their net effect on the tides
is incomplete, since the direct tidal potential of the planets
has not been included in the program. However, the possibility
of resolving such small effects in tidal data seems very remote,
so there is little point in burdening the program any further.
The increments due to the Earth-Moon motion are geometrical,
and are ekpressed as
6a' = 2 ^ 6 " T] cos
sin (k - A')
6^' = 2506" 7; sin ^

= 0-01215 77 cos /3 cos (a - A'),
where ' refers to the Sun's elements, and 77 denotes the ratio
of the parallaxes of the Sun and Moon, of order 00026*
The effect is interesting in that it introduces lunar frequencies
into the solar potentials, but the amplitudes are of course very
small.
For astronomical work, a final correction amounting to
23^5 R/is subte^tracted from A' to allow for aberration, due
to the finite velocity of light. This is inappropriate here,
since gravity is supposed to act instantaneously, and so aberration
is omitted from the program. The radiation potential, however,
should strictly include aberration, but the program refers that
potential to the same solar elements as the gi-avity potentials,
for convenience. Apart from missing a minute annual term,
of amplitude 0^3, the only effect of its omission is effectively
to refer the radiation potential to a meridian 20'<5 East of
Greenwich.
The 5-year comparison wit..', the Astron&mical Ephemeris,
mentioned above, ge.ve the following maximum errors for the Sun:
Longitude 1^1, Latitude 0^15, Radius Vector 2»9 x 10
Since the Radius Vector is expressed in astrondasical units,
therefore 1/R' is precisely the solar parallax in units of the
mean parallax, and is computed as such. The conversion to
Apparent Deolination and Greenwich Hour Angle is made in the
same way as for the Moon,
The basic constants used in programs POTA etc, are the
latest figures, approved by the I.A.W, at their General Assembly
in 1964. They are listed in ref, 5
include:

N,11
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EartiyMoon mass ratio = 81 "30
Moon's meciji sine equatorial parall^ = 3422'(4-51
Sun's mean equatorial parallax = 8'(794Earth's equatorial radius = 63781 &) metres.
The radiational potential is expressed in units of the Solar
Constant, as in the BOMM pro^rs^jn (althou^ this is not
obvious from the description in ref.' l). The actual figure
for the Solar Constant, at present 1'99 cal/cm^/min, therefore
does not appear in the computation.

Gorrectmon from E.T. to U.T.
Ephemeris Time is a perfectly uniform measure of time
concordant with Newcomb's formulae for the Sun, introduced
officially in 1960. It differs from Universal Time by a
quantity
AT

=

E.T. - U.T

which varies unpredictably according to the vagaries of the
Earth's rate of rotation. Therefore AT is only Icnown
precisely for past years, after all observations have been
collected and processed. The Astronomical Ephemeris at present
tabulates accurate values of AT for all years from 1901 to
about 4- years before the dates of publication, and tentative
figures and extrapolations to the neai^est second up to the
current year. Table 67a of ref, 4 lists all Icnown values
back to AD l68l, and reasonable extrapolations up to AD 2000.
For convenience, I reproduce the latest available figures
since 1930 in Table 2. They are given as always for a time
halfway through the year. Program MOI'ISIDI arbitrarily defines
the half year as
19r0 July 2 0

+

365 "25 (Y - I9OO)

and to avoid discontinuities, makes a linear interpolation
between successive values of
Obviously, for the purpose of genuine tidal predictiona,
an error of order 1 sec in the values of AT? used in these
programs vrill be quite negligible. Howtwer, proper values should
be used where possible, especially for analyses extending over
many decades.
The correction of lunar and solar elements to the time
E.T. + AT is made by straightforward linear interpolation,
which is well witliin the general order of accuracy for
I AT I < 200 sec. Declination and Parallax need no further
correction, but the reference of Hour Angle to sidereal time
in E.T. units (equation 6) implies an origin at the
"Ephemeris Meridian", situated
AL

BU11

=

1.002738 AT

east of G-reenwioh. AL is the hour an^e throu^^i which
the Barth rotates in time AT, so that (6) defines G-reenwioh
correctly only when T is expressed in UoT.
Consider a prediction, of luiier hour angle at Oh E.T.
of some day in jR.nuary 1952, The angle is measured eastwards
from a direction in space which coincides instantaneously
with a meridian at about 3O sec (see Table 2) or 450^E,
the meridip.n of WooltTich, say. Oh U.T. occurs 3^; sec later,
and in the interval GreentTich is rotated to where Woolwich
was at 3h E.T., so the meridional error has almost corrected
itself. Hmirever, the origin also moves easturard, at the
rate of one revolution per tropical year, that is by
AL^

=

0'C(%738 AT,

which in this example is 1'^2, Therefore AL la the correction
which is made to both hour angles in programs POTA @to to
refer then to the geographical meridian of G-reenwich,
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TABIE 1.
i±j

(I)

IcbO

(I)

Variables which may be uaed. in PO!EA .., POT?

refers to the product of primary tide predictions,
species i and j, conjugate for - sign.
refers to the product of pritnr.ry s^yecies k multiplied
by an annual modulation (a° ± i
).

Numbers in brackets are ti^ie lags in 2 day units.

Species 0

[

N

|s

1

1

12
1

. 2 a°'

t

13

E

<
<

14 G'(2)

^

2

4 a°'

27
28

|N

<
<

29 C*(2)

(> 5)

4

3

2

N

N

49

59 (I) (0,0,0)

2+2+2

42
43 G=(l)

4 ,
0-}- 0
50(1) (0,0)

60

44

(0)

51

(o,&)

61

(-1)

52

(^,2)

62

53

2

(o,o,i)

15

(1)

30

(1)

45

5 a°(2)

16

(:)

31

(0)

46 (1)=+'

(0,-4)

63 (2)2+2+2-0

6

(1)

17

(-1)

32

(-1)

47 (l):+:-i 54 (-4,-a)

64 (2)2+2+2+0

7

(0)

18

(-2)

33

(-2)

48 (1)1+1+1 55

2+2-0

34 c*(i)

56

(1)2+2+0

66 (2)2+2+2-4

57

(1)2+1+1

67

2

2

8 a°(l)

3
9
10

(0)

19 0^(1)
20
21

(0)
(-1)

35

(0)

36

(-1)

65 (2)2+2+1

58 (2)2+2+2-268

(2)2+2+2+1
(2)2+2+2+2

37 (1)=-°

69 (2)2+2+2+2—1

23 (1)1+0

38 (i)*+°

70

24

39 ( i ) ' + i

71

11 (I)*-: 22

(2)2+2+2+2+1

(2)2+2+2+2+2

25 (1)1+1-1 40 (1)2+1-1
26 (i)'''"""A.i (2)2+2-2
N.B,

To avoid redundant computations, some variables depend on
others having been computed, and will otherwise be wrong:
4 depends on 2
22, 23, 37, 38, 55, 56, 63, 64 depend on both 1 and 2.
42 and 49 depend on 28.
61 and 62 depend on 52.
63, 64, 66, 67 depend on 59.
69, 73, 71 can only be taken together, preceded by 68.
All other variables are calculated independently.

N.11
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TABLE 2.

Values of

aT&ilable 196?

(Values without decimal point are extrapol, tions)

Year
—
—
1
1930'5

AT
23-18

Year

AT

Year

1943-5

24-30

1950.5

AT
29.42

1
AT }

Year
1960.5

33.16

•

,11

1931'5

23.34

1941 -5

24-71

1951.5

29.66

1961-5

33.59

1932.5

23-50

19^^2.5

25-15

1952.5

3^0.29

1962.5

34-23

1933-5

23-60

1943-5

25'61

1953.5

3^0.96

1963.5

34-52

1934-5

23-64

1944-5

26.38

1954-5

31 -09

1964.5

35.39

1935'5

23-63

1945-5

26.57

1955-5

31-59

1965-5

360

1936-5

23-58

1946-5

27-08

1956-5

32.06

1966*5

37-1

1937.5

23-63

1947-5

27-61

1957-5

31.82

1967-5

38

1938.5

23-76

1948-5

28-15

' 1958-5

32-69

1968.5

39

1939-5

23-99

1949-5

28.94

1959-5 1 33-35
1

1969-5

41
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